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ABSTRACT 
A small pressure transducer, using the piezoa?boctric proper- 
ties of a rrtandacturad carasnic, was dersignsd, constructed and 
installed in the end plate of the GALCIT t ?-inch shock lube to obtain 
high- speed ,uraeasurenients of the pressure field behind a reflecting 
shock. 
The design problem for piaaocararziic pressure transducers 
and S O Z T X ~  po~~ible sa3Lutions are discussed laa detail. Results oh 
tranabccr calibration and recos~mendations for irn2provel=esrt of the 
inatrusxlent are presented, 
-%a initial program to deternrzine the curvature of a ahoek at 
law initial prc"s8urss was run c~ncusrentky with calibration of five of 
the ~ L ~ Q V B  pre8~3ufe transdu~6~~. The results of this program are 
described Fza as much detail as the data oldained ta date will  pern~it, 
At an initial praesure s f  30 microns in &he CALCIT 2 7-inch 
tube, d-aa B~oc%;: obtained at a blhach number of about 7. 9 in argon i s  
observed to have a total casvature of awrcrximatslgr 10 z~illimeter~, 
0-r approxI~1at@1y twa per cent of the tube dimet sr .  The ahock thick- 
ness observed under these condieions is eapprsximataly 5 millin~eters. 
These reauB%e indicate that it n ~ a y  be entirely possible to obtain good 
optical measurements inside the shock, but that it may be necessary 
to resort to special techniques to avoid optical distortion caused by 
curvature. 
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4. 
tsanditions to near -complete vacuu~rz environr.i.lents, along with enor - 
mous increases in operating velocities, has macite the doltailed study 
of rarefied gssdynaan~ics a matter of dlsrzost urgent practical interest. 
En particular, while significant reaults have been obtained demonatsa- 
tlng and explaining many aspects ool shock wave behavior, the "thick" 
shocks typically formed in very low claasity atmospheres are 
At least two reasons m a y  be offered lor the lack o$: ewerimen- 
tal and theoretical work in this region. The fir sf  i s  a matter s f  scale; ~ 
$0 ogbtainn a suitably thick norn~al   hock in which n~ecasteternernts m a y  
be take~x, the $ i ~ @  of the facility muet be propor%ion&ely increased to 
1 
anaintaian. gearmehric oknilarity in the flows. The GALCfT I 7-irnch 
shock tube (Ref. l )  was completed in 1961 to meet this raqtaisen~ent. 
The second diif'ficulty asisas  in instrumentation. A one-half 
ilncb thick shock, moving at about 10,000 beet: per s@cond, permits 
only about four r12jacrsaecomds lor a fixed 8st of i n s t s w ~ e n t s  to n~iSEhe 
their ri~eastnrenzents. The demands generated for apace and time 
resofutioza are evident, if meaningful data a r e  to be obtained on the 
shock fine structure. 
The f i rs t  section of this paper reports results of a program to 
develop a pressure  transducer with response time and sensitivity 
adequate to make such n-~aaaurements. A piezoelectric system was 
Graduate Aeronautical Labra to r i aa ,  California Institute of 
1C och~rology. 
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considered the most promising from the consideratiofla of eimplicity, 
reliability, and performance. Five operating instruments, identical 
in sP1 important resrpecte, were finally cranstructed. The inetmmsnte 
were more or less specialized to opesate Plush with the end plate of 
the shock tube, since while? a fully developd theory oa the precise 
mechadsm of shock. rebfectfon i s  not yet available, the boundaries 
;are well defined and the experimental problem with e d e G n g  instrra- 
manta appears to bs much slimpler. 
Pnfrsrmatjlon on the curvature of shocks in low-density media, 
besides being of great significa~lce in itself in the korpnulatiakn s f  
tbtf?ory concerning shock/ boundary fntsracebons, i s  needed to astinlate 
the effectfv@nesss d optical typcse of instmmentaaan for later experi- 
mental prsgraras. Saeh data a re  fairly easily obtdnable on the cad 
plate, and in fact are vary nearly Sindepndent of the sxactnesa of 
r e ~ p o n ~ e  of t r a ~ d u c e r @  to preBsrara since only relative arrival times 
acrosa the diameter need be measured. 
The preosura transducer calibration aerie@ of @hots was theze- 
fore broadened to  gather a taet of data on the! curvature sf a reflecting 
shock at initial pressures from 30 up to ab~lot 50Q microns af mercury. 
Adeaitieandly, some rather intereating data on the thickness of a 
reflecting shock weate obtained from the same shots. Theee results 
a re  reported in the mcond section of tMs paper and compared '~vith 
data obtained by other hvestigstors (Ref. 2, 3, and 4). 
The usual difficdties associated vdth an equipment-development 
program arose. These, as .ivel1 a s  some techniques tand equipme& 
3 
developed as a nmtter of convenienca or enhanced accuracy of operation, 
aars reported in some detail in the hope h t  such information may be 
useful to others involved in sim.ilas research with large-caliber shock 
tubas or p%ezocera=lc trmsducers. 
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I. DESIGN .AND APPLICATION 0F PEZOCERhMXG 
TRMSDUCERS TO TRAPdSIENT PRESSURE 
1. PnftiaP D e ~ i g n  Caaaidelrsationa 
Tha problsnr, of providing appropriate hastrunlentation tcl nteasure 
variations of preeeure, both static and dynamic, in et fluid has betan 
attackad alrrrost exhaustively by investigators in every brlanch of the 
physical sciencas. There is now sdficient theor~t ical  background and 
expesrimnental evidence! on niatkods af memuring preaeure to p~csvids the 
proopective inetr~lnnejnt designer with a brasd epecttum. of go~se;f bflitieea 
to meet his particular netads. The ina t rment  he finally develops, if he 
selects his principles of op~ratkan carefully, nlay be limited only by his 
imagination. 
A vast 19tsrature irs available. A recent study by the 
Ciabmini GorztrolL~s Gorporatfon (Raf, 5) presents a good engineering 
survey of the entire field of pressure instrum@ntation, including a 
current bibliography 0% over 258 titlee. Spscialieing to electrical input 
t r an~ducers  for mare or less continusu~ measuaan3eatla of preesuslcs, 
Lion (Ref. 6) 5urveys the field in detail, pree~anting brief aq3rrrrartionrs 
of the theory OE sgetration and references to l i t e r a a r e  describing 
specific pieces of hardware. Specialfeing further to piemelectric 
instruments, texts by Biason (Refs. 7, 8, and 9) ,  von Wippel (Refs, 10, 
11, and 12) and Huster (Ref. 13) as well as numerous papers (Ref e. 14, 
15, and 16) explain the  theoretical aspects of piarto@lect~ieiby and soma 
of its appUcatione to any desired lave1 of csn~plexity. 
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In iegite of this imiposing collection of docun~tents on tho subject, 
some discussion of the properties of piezoelectric tram educe?^^ and 
other types of pressuse inrtrurnaalcation must be included here to 
explain the decisions leading, to ahs tsanleductsr finally designed. The 
reader ie referrred to Appendix A far a detailed ehe~~~e%ieaL discusallon 
following the nketkocfs prapos@da by ReiiW00d (Ref. 14%) of the tri~~lsient 
petfosmancs of pleeoel@ctrit: trantsctuasre. 
The task a$ hand involved that delasigrm and constrotctiorr of a 
transducer to obtain me3a~suramc3nte of pte8s~lre as a function of time 
within and immediate2y behind a moving normal @hock wave. The 
installation %or which the instrun-ient waa ts be designed m e  the 
GALCHT 17-inch shack tube and plate, Mach kunrbers up to 18 c~uPd 
be, expscted; the frnse9.umsnt should respond t ~ l  pressure steps of the J 
order of a iew rr?il2i~aet@r@ Hg. A respanee time of lees ahan oar9 
Cannaidsrartlioxl of the transducer eyetern e; Ear which rea-sonably 
well developed literature was avinfhbla led to the conclusion that, of 
the raquisem~sattns xl~ention~d above, the SBVBT 84 aimftati~n WPG 
imposed by the raspntse t in~e,  An electronic readout system ia  
obviously called for; hence the transducer has to be of the type which 
respctnd~ to pressure (or equivalently to force, strain, or dieplaeemerrlt) 
by variation of a circuit paranmtea, Perhapa the faatest rssgon@e 
tii~~e?e; can be obtained with ion-curren* systems (Ref, 61, and tbsy cairn 
5e made extremaby sensitive to very aezmall pressure changee. X-Xow- 
aver, most of the ionisation gages developed actually r~easure density 
 ath her than praesure; thus an equation of astate must be assumed, and 
temperature knawa, to csnva?;r?t ths reading to psaraeure. At Mack 
numbers where dissacfation occurs, an equation of state i s  $ornewhat 
cfifffcult to guarantee. Mdition&lfy, in an ionized gae attempts to 
measure pressare with a syBtern dependent on sk current flowing between 
dectrsdes may xapidf y bacsn+~e meaningless e. 
adequate to west the rsquiremsnts~. If properly @hielldad, i~nfes~eion 
can be neglected, Sanr~iitfvity is czdequosta, and mechanical vibration in 
2*astonant w~odea, while present, Ilrs no% nruch aP a problem. This 
approach wae rejected primarily bscausle of the potential corr;plexity of 
aecirociaeed circuits, tbuglz P o e ~ l  (Ref. 1 7) preataate; psrasuafsiva stgu- 
n.;enrta in favor of the system and reports a capacitaracs tran~ducer 
1EBOis?Fact;OrS1y installed in s @heck tube. 
effect to obtain Chb~ dee~ired pressure m~oeutsanentts. In addition to 
(though rimtirC of theee: are working a0 srrnltrt rsaonant, fseqrzancy), recant 
work by Willk~~-rss& (Ref. 181, Farrand (Ref. 19), and several Soviet 
arzlhorms (Refs, 20 and ZX) gave every indication that the piemelectric 
ayestern was readily adaptable ts shack tube work and, further, that the 
desired performance wars atOaimb3Le within the present state of the art. 
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2, Pi%eo~le?e%:.rEc lIsrraae?lectric lpiezoceramic Transducer ;s 
Apialea~lectric material i 6  one that ehaws a displtacem%nt of 
elsctrfcaP charge upon application of an external etrain fR&. 22). The 
1 
procese is revesslbJtes application of rn elec~ricsl dietlid to such 
material will cabuase an elaetic strains, and applicatian of a field of tAa 
opposite polesrfty 4 1 1  change: the sign of ths strain camponenta. 
C oneide~ation oE crystal @k~uctU2e! to the conclueion %&st 
all c b a ~ e a  isof crystals which do not have cliaxster~ DP e~yp"imetry ~hmPd 
b~ piezoecttllectric. (Cunverete;Sy, s y m a t r i c  crystal structures cannot 
be piexaelectric. ) A b u t  tea per cant of all cryrstacttll~ fall into the forriler 
category; those 05 ccrnzrnarrcial fnte?resQ include Ro~hel la  aalt.ea, quartz, 
Oourmalhe, ammmiurn dfbydrogan phospbta (mP), rent3 potasslm~ 
dfhydrogen phospha2,tir QESKT). Xt IB iat~r~fgting to note. that most sugatrca 
containing dipoles within the unit cells, These types ehow a displace- 
ment of charge when heaeed, and are usually tarwed 2grxl.oslcctric. 
is, application of an electric field while: the crystal ie heated dl 
cause a number of the dipoles to align themselves wih the field. A 
-cfy-~&a ~ ~ h k - p r q m r t y  strongly, and retaining a preferred 
polarization:ade dter cooling, is called f~rroelhsctrfc. The teaipera- 
ture at which polarisation is possible, or at which ths dipoles of a 
polarlettd ~~yf3baf revert Qb their lowarst -energy orf entation, is callad 
the Gurie paint. 
-
A polycrystallina aggregate of suitably ferrselectric mat~rials 
(typically thoae having the formula ABQ3, where A and B are 
metals) can be pr @pared and fired by standard china-making techniques 
in any desired shape and a variety sf corripasftion~il. 'dirken polarized, 
these materials posseas pismatrlectrie propsrtiee of the individual 
corqonentra fa auz average sense, [Indisrlduoi e r y ~ t ~ t f s  0% the! aggregate 
are of course ns3;lurally piezoelectric bsfose poSarization, but their , 
random orientation tends to catncd $he effect on the nzacroscapic scale. ) 
Tkaae materials are the piesaeleselric (or ferraelectric) ceramics or, in . 
&a4 interest of Brevity, piemcerrm3erii. a " ~ l c & l  cmnpounds now 
calcium, pbosphsr~ue, lead, sixcon%um ond titanium addktivtse) and the 
1 P Z T  seriar . 
The piagi~ceraa~tfcs gensrally ohow sstsonger gieaoe31~ctrItc effects 
than the natural cry seals. Additionally, their compo sitian can be 
varied to mkfnfrniss second-order effects ( tn icd ly  to make$ the gollasiara- 
tian vs. te~~persture curve %kt over a; larger range sf 98rrap~?ra%px~e) or 
~ r h m c e  desired ckrsctesifstics such as certain elarsfic: eontetartes or the, 
&i@lectzic onstant. Shce they are molded a d  f i r ~ d  in any srhape 
de~kr ed, %ha probfenl of tufting parallel to certain er yetstlllog~aephic 
axes il~d elirniaaaed. Finally, the po seibifity ,of radial, helical and other 
poh~izatioaa ic4 unique to the cera&ics. 
tlPZT" ie a registered trademark of the Clsvitc Corporation, 
Cleveland, Ohio, h is a, generic name for a family s f  lead r&ireao?ata/lead 
titmate caramies. 
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from rise tib-siet consideratfoas. The aqectad  operating range of tlre 
tsanahcer, in terms of amplitude and wave Eosrrl of the input signal, 
should bs callctslatp?d go arrive at the necessary dssiga c~mpronrise. 
plie, see Figure 1). 
%n designing the traneducer assembly some thought xnust be 
given to f i e  sfisct of geometry on the respoase time. IYksn a 
etatiomry instrumlent is u s ~ d  to sense pressures in a;t moving .shock, 
&her orisatiraon of the instrr~nn~ent with respect to the s b c k  is of 
prsfsusbd h p o r b m a .  An fnstrurnant used in %he side wi l l  of a shock 
kbi; wilt1 be rcsrstrieted in at leasf: one dimension basids the thickness 
since the time: response will be detelsrrained by the time: r e q ~ r e d  for 
the ~sihock to sweep across the een~itive fac.s, Bbidously ghe most 
favasabfe sfttaatf~n frcam this point of view is fer the smallest 
din>@nsion and the axis of plariaatian of the transdlucar to coincide 
wi%h the axis of propagation of %he shack wava. Mowaver, an~e must 
thess secapt m~;asur axraents of pre fs  hsur e conditions behind a reflecting 
shock or, in the case of a small diameter instrwnsnt inserted some 
distance into the tubs, behind a standing "bow" #hock after it is fsrxned. 
Gasdynarfifc consideration8 (Ref, 23) show that the transducer, merely- 
by its presence in the flow, may alter the pressure, conditions 
measured. 
The electrical. circuit garax~~eters of the transducer will have 
some effect on its performance a s  a function of time. fn particular, 
the static capscitmca of the, crystal and the resistance and capaci- 
tance of the loading circuit are intimately conneeled 14th transducer 
response. The electrical characteriati~s of the mat@rials used 
I 1  
do bond the sensitive aletrnent to its support systenl Eiay have a direct 
iafluence in transducer performance a e  an asselnbly, Stray 
resietances or capacitances in the ocs gembly can a2ter the eig-1. 
Tke resistivity of most piezoelectric mrsteriafs ie  typically very 
I 
high (order of 10j2 ohm cm). Capacitance varies widely with the 
materials used; quartz hEbs an ~XO~~?rfialy low dielectric constaut, about 
4 ,  5 while, the pd@aocerara:1ies have soarstants ranging Prola?, 1008 up to 
1 
about 3000 referred to the dielectric constant cl frea space . Since the/ 
voltage generated by at given charge is inversely proportional, to the 
capacitance batwcea tthe chzrrgad plate@, the dielectric canstant of the 
rxmterial will influence the sansltivity of the oueptat.. It xnay theref~re 
ba desirable fron~ this point of view to choose a u*ith the: 
lowest po~lsible dielectric eonstant. 
On the ather hand, the circuit decay time coneatant is dater- 
xlzined by the produce (R@) of the ceramic static capacitance, 
considering also the capacitance of cannactiag circuit@, and the input 
resistance of the loading circuit. For fast transiepnt signals, it is 
desirable to make this number as large as possible, typically greater 
than seconds for work in tbc microsecond region. This considcr- 
ation argues Ear eSsthar a tslatively high dielectric canstant or 
B 
extremely high input re~istanca (order of 10 ohn:a), especially If low 
frequency respnee  is to be preserved. Again a design cornpr~~mfse 
I s  indicated. 
1 
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€0 - 4 , and for a particular capacitor w x 9 x  109 meter 
C = €6, farads. where d is the dielectric conatant. S i a  an 
a;pgropriate plate ~ F Q & ,  and X i s  the dist~snce between p'iate~. ii 
influtmce the transducer design, Some sf these, such as the elastic 
anel mas8 conrstants s f  the ceramic alerncnt, affecC sensitivity and 
respanee tiale directly. TYhc3nr the supporting struetura is csn~idered,  
a nurrlbar of addieism1 effect8 m a y  influence the usstput wava form. 
The work by Kafsky (Ref. 241 covers elastic waves in solids 
in eonle detail. More recently MiUo.skfitz Bafs .  2 5 and 26) has 
expanded the theoretical foundations of the suwgsct to the point where 
the engineering problerz~ is quite well defined. Tka effects of primary 
iatportance ara in2pedancak.l of ceraz-x~ic elemant and 
alspport nysterr-i, primary nzodsa of natural ascfllatiort, and elastie 
wave speeds, Secondary effects inclvlde discontinuities (cracks, 
bubblee , scratches 1; higher vibration n ~ o d a  , and di sger sloa. 
The input pressure wave for= can bo amroxlmatad over ~b 
small interval by componsnts of a series of periodic functions. 
(Ref. 13, pago 380, for example; or see any good text covering Fourier 
analysis). &alitatively, an inEiniOely thin shock: will contain an 
infinite spectrum of frequency eom:6ponent~, and the: high-frequency 
terms will be of large amplitude, A s  the shock thickens, the k<@- 
Irsquenc y terms srs of less importance. In fact, s c m  thick shock 
impinging on a plane normal to its direction of propagation at 2500 
mators / second appears to contain no significant terms higher than 
400 kilacyciea, A shock one tenth as thick at the same speed may 
contain cal~~psnents up to a few megacycles. 
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Working with the thicker shock, ringing frequencies of order 1 
megacycle ca~s safely be ignored; they will not be excited. However, 
an inatrunlee designed from this point of view nzay suffer considerably 
in gerformsnca when thinner shocks, are obtained. (Xt i e  intereating to 
note that this effect works both ways; an instrument b s a d  on a 
number of tuned ~ e s d s  to take advantage of a spectrurri of ringing 
frequencies could be used to reconstrucO Fourier serieo representing 
the incident shock, Some fairly formidable! digital computer work might 
result. ) 
Additionally, a thick shock will suffer l e s ~  from dieperrstioa in 
a metal rad, say, and will ba n~ore faithfully reproduced at the far end 
than one containing a number of high freqkenciee. The ratio of rod 
Iensh to dizLrazet+r and well-defined sonic velocity are ilaprtant 
pslaanletess hareg see Kalsky. 
Depending on the input wave forlrr, the output $ignal rciay con%a%az 
co~rbgonsnts representing fundamental and harmonic vibrations of the 
ceramic ~ e n ~ i t i v e  element itself, if s imraediate support s y @tern, and 
surrowadfng mschmical element as. In the particular case of a 
cylindrical, thin ceramic wafer bndcd to ar relatively long m&etal rod 
which in turn is attached to the shock tube by an appropriate ~xlounting, 
the followlag effects are observed with a thin shock as defined above. * 
The high@& frequency c~rnponent (order S'rr~egacyeles) is due 
to reflection of the stress pulse at the eerarnicfrxletal interface, and 
its frequency i s  given by the ~ o a i c  velocity and thickness s f  the ceramic 
disc. The awipltude of this corriponent i 8  determined by the value of 
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the reflection coefficient r ,  which for any boundary i s defined a e  
( see! Appendix A) 
for a wave travelhg from rrisclium 1 into n~adfurr, 2. Tho quapi$i%y Z 
is the acoustic: lin2pedancs sf the substance, and its value i s  given by 
the sonic velocity v, density p, and area S as 
(WLKS units) 
An irpmpsdanca match ies obtained when .r is zero. h perfect niismatch 
is obtained when r = 9 - 1. Note that this i~ i  the familiar condition at a 
"free" boundary oI a solid; Z2 << Z1 and a compression pulse is 
reflected as a tewefon wave. 
Fundamental ringing of the! cerarnic elenlent can. thus be3 elirnbn- 
ated by P~aclkinzg it with a nlatarisl which wi11 provide a good irripedance, 
match. 
The next significad conxpornent (order 500 kc) appears to be a. 
radial ringing in the crystal and supporting rod. Using the shear 
velocity, the wave length of this osciPlatisn is j u s t  the d i a ~ ~ ~ e t e r  of hhs 
rod. This i 6  a second-order effect due ta the Poisson's ratio of the? 
21-*aterial. Damping i e  soraewhat uncertain and the resulting rr:odaalation 
of output signal can be a nuisance. This effect can be minirrlized, if 
suitably thick shocks are to be measured, by selecting a diameter sn:all 
enough so that the =;ode is not excited by the input pressure function. 
:AL eoc!ponent of order 50 kc i s  generated sy reflection of the 
stress pulse Prom the far end of the supporting rod. This frequency 
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can be adjusted rather easily by lengthening the rod and soas.@ damping 
n a y  be possokble by varying the: rod e;rapport syetem~. I t  ~~hou'dd be noted 
here that surface flaws on the rod 4 1 1  reflect pulses; thsse in general 
are small and fairly well danlge?d. 
Fin~llly, the whole transducer hausing rn8y vibrate at several 
different frequencies between 50 cy.e;le?s and about 5 kilocycPes, These 
effect@ are unilsrgortanzt in the wave form observed at sweep speeds af 
I g ~ e c  / cm, since the intercsetintg higher freguancisc sin2ply rz~odeslate 
these signals. If, however, these oscillsstiona, are large enough the 
"galloping zero" problem; rsiay- arise making high-speed osc'aflograpby 
aorx;awhat rimre cow~plicatsd, This effect f e discussed iua part 4 of thi 8 
s action. 
The transducer aotsernbly must be col2rpert;ible with the vacuurr? 
system of the shock tube. From the rstgtehanicrpl point of view, this 
requires provision sf a .oracuum seal sorriewhsre in the transducer 
housilag. isIhi3e this ila sot exceptionally difficult Lo acc~r;r.~pliah, the
designer's choice on' techniques may Qxert a profound influence an the 
parforrnancet of the trancsducer as a vibrating system. 
To su~x~marise this disceaesion, pissocerrsrr~fc transdueere offer 
a definite isdvantaget in fairly high sensitivity, good response tinla, and 
great flsxibility of application. There are some potential disadvantages 
in the intimate coupling between arechanical and electrical character- 
1 isties of such transducers however, and the designer is we14 advised 
to proceed with caution. 
.I Though not discussed here, there are second-order thermal, 
electrostatic and electromagnetic ckarackeristics which rbray some- 
times be significant. See Reference 22, page 4SO. 
3. Transducer Construction 
Some satisfaction could perhaps be derived from a statenzent 
that all the material in the previous seetiom writs con~ideared before 
design was started on the specific in~tru~aent  ext ts be described. 
Such, unfortunately, is not the case. The instrwasnt and the n-~atsznrbal 
of the previous section evolved niorta QT less concurrently through a 
lengthy trial-and-error proceaab, and a number of attempt8 were dis- 
carded befare the final incttun~anrts weye raady. 
The final Pramducsr design ie shorn in FE;'f gaze 2. The 
1 
ssn~itive ePe?n~@n$ i s a PZT-5B wafer 5. 125 nrni thick, 5 anm in 
dfam~atar, acoustically bonded in s brase rod of the same ddkniatsr 
and 89 ~ K K I - I  long. The rod, In turn, i o  radi~lly supporte?d along i t e  
2 
whole length by a silicone raxb&r plug af 5 n ~ m  i. d, , 2 5  0. d .  
~x~alcled to fit tightly insrids a stainlee@ steel container, The eass;e?nzbly 
&hen replaces the pyrsx plug of the thin fflnl heat gaga shown in Figure 
6, Reference 1 in the standard instrramenmtEon. plug of the I ?-inch shock 
tube. 
Tables 1. arnd 2 list selected properties of piceaocerarx~ie materials 
and soma rr~etals ~(~~spectlvely. It appears that the? derived quantity 
volt e l  second 
g3 3h'3* with units (neMon/ sq metar ), may ba a usaful. n?etzhamre of the 
pressure sensitivity and response time of a piezocerarraic since it is 
dimensionally independent of ceramic thicknees. 
A lead zitconate-titanate compound with some other additives to 
stabilize the golaxieation, manufactured by the Glavite Corporation, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
' Dow Corning Silastic RTV 501. 
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The syste--= s tested ::-iost extensively were aariur5-. titanate discs 
on zinc rods an2 P2T-58 disca on brass rods. The P Z T l h r a s s  
coi~~3ination was chosen as the final design for several reasons, includ- 
ing the trivia% $but irequently decisive) one that the P Z T  was readily 
avaiIaS%e, pre-polarized, in sheets G. 25 r:.m thick. 
The optiyiu~-n canfiguration for the ceran-.ic elerrient for work om 
the shock tuSp end plate is obvio\ssSy a, thin disc parallel to the plane of 
the shock. thickness oS about 0. 2: 1-,2ni was selected to give a reoponm 
tizi-e oi order 8. 05  psec.  The technique of acoustically r~~atching a 
singla disc to a. rod of the saifie diax~~eter, suggested 13y Zsritsev (Ref. 
203, appeared most prpsru.ifsinF; to ePi~:-! inate undesirable oscillations. 
The discs were  cut fro>-i* a sheet of pre-pollasized ceramic with 
a 
silvered surfaces, using a Srase cutting tool in a z;r::all drill press . 
The rods were nr~tachined frorii rolled bas stock. KO atterr,pts wePe 
inads to relieve machining stresses in the r ~ d s ,  and this does not 
appaar to be naceesary. 
.-Z I 
~ r i s c s  and rods were lapped Qa optical flatness to obtain reliable 
acoustic contact. This is a tedious but critical part of the asserrtt3Ly \ 
process. The lapping rernovee the. silver Ers::i one: surface of the 
cerari:ic; this is csf little consequence since %Re charge coPleces on the 
surface whether u,r not the electrode is there. The u1-iatclhing surface 
of the rod serves as the electrode, and the rod itself is the conductor 
with which the signal is r e ~ a v e d  $PO:-ir the crystal. 
' See ililh!arth (Ilof. i E )  for details of this technique. 
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Careful inspection with a suitable n~icroscape 4 3024 is adequate) 
and rrieticulous cleaning of the lapped surfaces before bonding is also 
essential. The niost satisfactory cleaning technique involved gentle 
polishing with an impregnated cloth to remove the lapping compound, 
followed by e a ~ c f u l  rinsing and scrubbing wit11 xylane, acetone, and 
ether { in order). It appears $hat scratches visible under a BOX micro- 
scope (but not to the naked eye) ars of little consequence; they certainly 
cause s111all local variations in the t h i ckn~se  of the bonding layer but no 
nAeasurabBia loss in i to  acoustie quality. 
A number of bonding cov,pounds, mostly cqoxide  - bas e cela~ents, 
were tried. Of these, a pure dielectric' ( non-conducting) offered the 
~ ~ o s l c  s t renga ,  but it turned oat that its capacitance in aeries &th ths 
cerarxiic wafer seduced the output sf the transducer aseenlbly by a 
factor of 5. Additionally, circuit analyeis sbowa immediately &hat the 
voltage response of such a sys ten~ i a  highly t'requemey-dependent. A 
2 
silver- bearing conducting cennant was finally chosen as the t ~ ~ o s t  atis- 
factory considering strength a d  resistivity. T h  fact that it had to be 
0 
cured at about 150 O; was one of the factors leading to the final selection 
of a ceramic with high Curie temperature since the very thin cceran~ies 
turned out to be! extren~ely difficult to re-polarize - - an undetectable 
internal flaw quickly reduces the brsakdown voltage to a value lower 
than that required for polarization and the ceramic burns through. 
Eccobond 26. 
2 Zccobond 58C. (A two-part celrzant which cures  a t  roo= temperature 
--  Eccobond 57C - -  offers the 5 a ~ : e  mechanical and e l e c t ~ i c a l  properties 
according to the manufacturer but showed extreme weakness in shear. 
This may have been due to the age of the sarrlple or improper mixing 
technique on our part. ) 
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The flat surfaces of the rod and c e r a n ~ i c  ware coated with a 
thin Payer of the conducting cement, using dental tools and working 
under a to detect dust and other particles. The elenients 
were then pressed in a clamp (F igure  3)  and cured at the temperature 
recomri?endaik by the cement ~~anufac t r r r e r  for a n:inirnurn of 24 hours. 
(The clamp may be insulated to p e r ~ j i t  simultaneous polariaation - 
this technique worked vary well with ceramica thicker than about 0. 2 
mm. ) The original cesan?ic disc was slightly larger than the rod; 
after bonding, a uniform dian-:@tar was obtained and exces d v e  cen-teizt 
removed by machining tvith abrasives. 
A few miscellaneous notes on this bocding technique may be of 
interest. The cured cement layer is about 0. 01 rs?-m thick and very 
uniforn:, Excess  cern~ent i s  squeezed out nicely by the clabn..,p (pressure 
is  about 7 5  kglsq em) and a better bond is obtained if the cement i s  not 
thinned. The ceramic n-,anufacturer warns 0 9  a, permanent loss s f  sorme 
percentage of $he pre-polarisation i f  the ceramic 1s heated to within 
1 0 0 ~ ~  of the Curie temperature. This effect, ii present. is too ernall 
to observe in the as~lern51Ses constructed here. When polarizing the 
cssan;ic, the face which will see the shock wave first is connected to 
the negative terminal of the power supply in order to obtain a positive 
voltage response to rising prasjsure when the completed transducer is 
in operation, 
A silicone rubbet plug was chosen t o  hold the sensitive eleerlent 
(which in further discussion will refer to the ceramic disc banded on 
the rod) for several reasons. The basic functions to  be perforralcd are  
2Ci 
fixing $he sensitive element in space and provEding a vacuum szal, A 
secondary conaideration is the need for isolation frori; vibrations in 
&he ~Basek $ u m  elructure. Ira addition, there is a strong psssihilitgr 
that wave reffactis;aar9 will be set  up at points of support 0f the rod - 
this indicated either ia cantileverad rod or a contil~uous but loose 
aatgport. Finally, the fact that t h e  trarasduccr tvao in  a develcspa~ent 
progrsn, s u g g e ~ t a d  that tho support ayrstea~i be easily disassax:lbled 
lor @iQ%ele w-inor adjuf;tn~ent@ OX+ ~0rfip1ete raplecaa~ient of the sensitive 
ellamerit. 
The plugs were molded in special brass cans to obtain an out- 
~ i d e  ddiw~eter of 2 3  n l P f i r  The stainless s t e d  cans in which they were 
later ineertrsd had an inside diaaletsr sf 22.  5 mn3; this differ exlee in 
diarxistesa a1l~wed %or approxirnateSy I per cent shsinkagc of t h ~  
rubbas after cure and provided an adequately tight fit to make a vacuum 
seal. All  n-eta1 E ' B J I C ~ ~ C B B  were finished arnooth. The brass  and steel 
cans were otherwise identical in dimensions, A sod was inserted in 
each n ~ u % d ,  located along the axis with a S T X ~ E ~ ~ %  fixture, $a provide &he 
space for the ~&fn~iti$re element 8 0  be inserted. The last 3 5 rzisaa ob thg 
red was threaded, and a nut was thus nlolded into the rubber plug (see 
Figure 2 ) .  The silicone co~i.psund was s-n:ixed according to the 
sz,:snufactur er % instructions, poured into the nlald, and imme&atrly 
placed under vacuum lor at least two hours to allow air bubbles anel 
trapped volatkles to escape. h was then cured at about 6 5 O ~  for a 
x=dnirnum of 24 hours, renzoved from the mold and cured another 12 
hour a, and finally pressed into a stainle as seeel can. A small 
arniound oP vacuum grease w a s  u ~ e d  0x2 the outside of &he rubber; 
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originally the soositive elsn:ents were gseasad aim, but later it was 
Bound tbat this was placing ab leakage resistance across the  c@ramic 
and adversely affecting the signal. The rubber plugs in the final 
design were carefully claamad insids before the rods were in5 erted; 
vacuum leakage is prevented only by the slight conlpreseion of the 
rubber (the sensitive elements were about 1 per cent bigger than 
their corresponding %roles), 
&2icreascopkc examination of cut-up saniplea of the: ~il icone 
plug& ahowed tbat the vacuunn nl~ldiaag technique waB quite benerf icial 
in producing s plug of uniform cox~:position, virtually free of bubbles. 
A csrrlpsund which cured much faster (about 4 hours) was trisd, but it 
was bound tbat the cure eonzn-jenced so rapidly after ,mixing that &he 
vaeuurn technique vaas una'de to remove ark1 the bubblas before the 
rubber wae too well set  to prevent &heir escape. 
The leakage resistance znamtioned above proved to be quite a 
large factor in the final signal oaput. A l l  traces of oils and grease - - 
even fingerprints --  had to ba removed from the rods and the inside: 
surface of the subbar plug dunring final aosecz~bly. The aAosC satis- 
factory solvent for this purpose turned out to be ether, probably 
because it leaves the leaat residue and evaporates very quickly. 
The adequacy 0% the rub5cr plugs in the shock tube vacuum 
system and as vibril.kion dampers will b% discussed in part: 4 of this 
eactisn. 
i 
The "ground3' contact for the t~$neducer is rrlade between the 
f ront  face of the sensitive element and the? stainless steel can with 
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silver paint. E3n several of the lz~odsls tested, Gzie paint xvas applied 
in a uniform thickness of abut 0. 025 =CL with an airbrush. This 
provided oatisfactory contact, but w a s  quite susceptible to any move- 
ment s f  the rubbar sleeve It covered, and contact r~tigkt be Esst after a 
few shots. In later rfioeielle, addition of a =arrow str ip of hfylas tape 
as shown im Figure 2 ~lolved the problsxri. 
Ths transducer asssmlbly, now including seneitive edai~~snt, 
rubber plug and steel can, is r~=ousslezthi in1 t%z@ standard inetrrsn~ent plug 
tor the sfioc81: tube. A tight O-ring fit around the outeide diau3eter sf 
the can niakea the vacuurri ~oalg the can is held firnr~ly in place: with a 
nylon clamp. The clamp, in turn, is bolted to the plug. The final 
znodels supported the nylon clawig on a stack sf O-rings and wasB.aers 
to provide better r~lhackr ~lnountiag. 
The transducer circuit was a matter of ssrse concern, eince 
alzrAost all. investigzrtars have uisad cathode followers with their 
Instreunients. 'X's check the need for ouch a circuit in the range of 
ogsration desired, one was built dsing the circuit designed by Slfilhiarth 
(Ref. 18) and conaescted to several, configurations of the transducer 
during i ts develognlent. No noticeable difference wars observed in tba 
output signals, and the conclusion w a s  reached that since the capaci- 
tance oi the ceramic itself was so high (about 1. 2 x loo9 farad) the 
circuit time constants were such that an  input resistance of 1 megcalra~~~ 
was adequate. -%dcbitionally, frequencies below about 10 kc were of 
little or no interest in the application of the trajnsducer. 
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Satisfactory circuit perforn;ance was obtained with ordinary 
Arriphenol connectors and RG-&2/U coaxial cable. The shield of %he 
cable' was grounded at the shock tube with one side of the: ceramic 
element. Cablc lengths af up to 12 Eeet produced no noticeable! change 
in the signal. 
4 .  Transducar Calibration 
Mast sf  the transducer calibration work was carried out in the 
E IS-inch slzock tube, with the instrurr,ents installed on the end pla%e 
(Figure 6 ) .  The current configuration and operation of the tuba is 
covered in d'ippendix B, Figures 4 and 5 show the tube layout snd 
There arts both advantages and dieadvantagas to pressure t ~ a n s -  
ducer work sa the end plate. Among the advantages in ;a ealibratfan 
aeries are the conditions naturally occurring behind a reflecting shock. 
The prsssure! hatween end plate and reflected shock i e  higher f ~ r  a 
given incident Mach raurnlber than anywhere else in the tube, inatantane- 
ously; thi a P-nay avoid the nnecea s&y far preaniplifi~r zs during t~anaducsa 
develop-men$. %tore important, the shock rsflacts frszsn a saffitientIy 
snaall area all at once; thue only one dimension (e .  g. the thickness sf 
the c s r a ~ ~ i c  disc) is important in determining the reseponese time of "Ce 
transducer. The prsestaure step on the end plate! (hence on a flush- 
t~~ounbed instrument) can be calculated with B Q ~ B  eert&in%y up to  
incidarmt shock hach numberrs of about 6 from ideal gas theory, and witla 
suitable tables and charts (lor axarrrple! Ref. 2 9 )  up to higher Mack 
Figure Ja presents the results of such a calculation, using air as 
the driven gas with a heliunz driver. Driver pressure? is constant along 
each curve, while hbch ntunlzbar is permitted to vary. It was aon.~ewhat 
surprising to obtain a nearly straight line on a IogarltPrrnic plat suggel;, 
ting a sirnple power law relation between A p  and pl , since the 
2 5  
calculatiomi was done numerically in several. steps and this result is 
not at all obvioils, 
The f ir s t  transducers calibrated were constructed as deseribad 
In part 3 of tbia section, except that the rubber plugs were not made to 
f i t  tightly is, the a t e e l  cans and the front faces of the cerasnic olcxr~es;~&s 
C 
were exposed d%res=tPy to the shock, uncovered except for a very thin 
Payar of sprayed silver paint. P ' k ~ ~ b l g g ~ 8  with leakage D T O U P ~ ( %  the plugs 
led first to heavy applications of vacrauz~ grease and conlpres~ion of the 
plugs with nylon caps, Later the Sechniqu";?. ofrnoldirmg the rubber 
slightly oversize proved to be the best fix and bath grease and capo 
were discarded. 
A raore serious probleni with these inatsun~ernt~ (most were 
'crarfuarh titanate, 0. 5 nam Ohick, with zinc backing rods) cvas that their 
response; did not appear ta be stable alter initial shock impact. The 
instrurzxents did respoilc? to the shack, but Ohan the trace8 observed on 
a, longer time scale (10-20 psee/r=m) continued a relatively slow iBc)no- 
tonic rise, with sorxie sinusoi$al niodulatfaa-r, to a rnuch higher value. 
Re- examination cof the theory presented in Appendix A led to the conclu- 
sion that the tiale constants of Equation 36 were such that the primary 
effect on the output signal was the exponentially rising term1 of 
Ewation 40. 
It appeared that the msst effective way to modify the tirae corn- 
stant was to change the reflection coefficient at the front face of the 
ce~aniic  from I, to a value as nearly zero as possible; that i s ,  to provide 
an impedanca znatch on the front, as well as the back, fact of the 
ceramic. Zquation 4 3  of $he one-dimensional theory should predict the 
pesforniance of the transducer for this case. 
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This first part of the calibration program also provided infor- 
-~.-t-~ationr  the ringing frequencies of the assembly. Of the several 
r~:odulaticarns observed, &lie only strong one had (31 lserna~kabay coazsistent 
frequency of 400 kc. A nuz~ibes of variations of Pke ceramic gecr~a tsy  
(notched edges, triangles, si~-\azller diarrr;eter discs, etc. ) were devised 
to elirnfnatcs this signal - 911 without r.--ucb success. Since the dian-deter 
of the J~rjlcking rod was not varied, the conclusion i s  dram that the effect 
CQFli@€3 frsnz radial vibration of the rod itself. Referesnce to the detailed 
wave propagation t h e o ~ y  of solid rode ("Aek". 2 1, page 75) justifies this 
and explains the inability of the one-dinlensional appraach of Appendix 
A to predict the affect. Note also that the ceramic is responsive to 
ahear waves a s  well as the primary longitudinal one. 
The transducers were nxodified a% this point in tbt; program to 
make the front face iri~pedance match suggested above. This was done 
by acoustically Sanding a brass disc, 1 .  5 s r ~ r ~ k  thick, to the front face of 
the crystal, using the ta;chaiques outlined in part 3 of this section. The 
finished product is illustra~tsd in Figure 2. After the four lapping and 
two bonding operations, the whole ass amS1y was carefully n;achined with 
abrasives and polished so elenat the ceramic was only discernible as a 
thin line of different color interrupting the otherwise uniforn: Srase rod. 
Tbe brass discs on the front faces n:ay he thicker than necessary. 
One 0% the reasons for the selection of: this thickness was the hope that 
if the 400 kc vibration w a s  a surface effect it would be better damped if 
the wave was forced to travel a short distance before striking the 
ceraxcic. S O I Y I ~  dispersion of the wave may have been introduced, but 
the results of shots to check the response time of these instrun,ants 
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indicatss tho effect i s  small. The impedance match did solve the 
problem of the inonotonically rising signal, but did little to the 
o sc ilfatf an. 
Typieal tracea from the ttarsr~ducer s finally developed are 
presented in %igure;a 7 and. 9. Preseure and h1acls srun:ber conditions 
anre indieatad with each trace. Comparirson with %ha shoek rise time 
lines sketched on Figure E shows that the instr'cppa:ente do follow the 
shock up to rise times of about 49. 1 psec, where a dlt~confinlrity'in the 
-
slop& of the rising trace ia observed. %Ma is taken a8 a good iamdlssl- 
tion of the lir~*ditfng response speed of the inetrur?:snt. Faster &rising 
S ~ Q C Q C B ,  a ~peeially those sf large ;an~pPituda, a h ~ w  a dsfinite bright 
spot at the. eaaxze point an the trace. A very s~'1h~al1 signal with c ~ h  Pre- 
qazeney of abut  5 rilag: occatsicrnaily swears on these traces as well. 
1% i& imtsresthg to notes that thes spots on ths rising tsacas, which 
are quite twicaf of transducers wit& front plates or diaphragms, w e r e  
not observed an %hose models where the frorat faes orf the c @ r a ~ ~ i c  .was 
uncovered. 1% is quite possible that the celf~fecl is due to the li~:-fting 
freqraeacy wMcb can be passad by the [docoelaatic) hndfmg layer os %ha 
front face, rather ihan a direct affect of the C ~ P C L ~ ~ G  itself. Tkpa spot 
is thus a r~flection in the Sonding layer. 
The point at the peak of the trace was selected as the correct 
voltage to use  in calibration curves. Figure 8 shows the curves for 
Perhaps the ?.-nost aaanoying oscillation noticed was the 'ggalloping 
eero", caused by the response? of the end plate? itself to the istress pulse 
In tbe -illeta1 of the tube. The effect i s  soraewhat noticeable in Figure 9, 
where the bass linies of t h e  traces are displaced from their intandad 
starting positions, 9[n fact, several traces wsze lost entirely during 
the calibration runs. 
Figure 7d  show^; the effect clearly. A,sixnple calculation basad 
on the assumption that a pulse in the metaL traveled from the harating, 
diarphragn; at abut 5 znmf psec while the shoctc ~.rmsved in the gae at half 
that speed showed that the fend plate ~krouEd start vibraeing aymla& 4 xneec 
betors the? shock arafvao. Xt turned out that this iet almost exactly the 
case. The Iwdanraental frequency of the, plate i s  a b u t  500 cycfas, and 
a 5000 cycle signal is ~uperi~~posed. 
The transducer cans vvrers re-mounted on stacks of Q-rings to 
provide a softer ahock mounting, This eliminated the: 5000 cycle' . 
cora~ponent completely. However, since the sensitive efwIents have 
(relatively) large masses on both sides of the cc;ramic, they funa~tioaz 
very well as acceleroslaetess and the 500 cycle oscillation is more or 
les a undisturbed. 
Of the pc~ssibfc solutions to this problem, the most effective 
v80uld cartainly ba a csrnplete isolation of the elld plate from the paise 
in the tube - perhaps by addition of a rubber aection to the tube. 
Anather possibility, econozr:icalLPy somaewhat nxose feasible, tmuld be 
construction of a new, lighter, stiffer plate. The 1'130sf 880f factory 
i n t e r h  solution to the problem was the addition of a stiffening and 
damping arrangement to the existing instrumented asmnrbly (Figure 6). 
T h i ~  consists of two large wooden blocks, four inches square and as 
long as the plate diameter. These arc clm1ped tightly against the end 
plate above and saXow the Line of transducer8 by another hearvy 
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fjtael plaste (in fact the original "blank9' end plate for the tube). This 
in turn is bolted to the tube end flange with bolts extending through, 
but not tuuchixkg8 the instrurilented plate. 'Fhia arranger-~~em&: has cut 
the au~~plitaadle of the 500 cycle component approximately in half. 
The rmblssv plugs 816 apparently quite adaquate to hold the 
tscaraeaejlucor sensitive elenients is place. They certainly ~oPlf;riksute 
ascie dawiping to the shock-excitad rirotion of the sensitive ePemont, 
alsd 45 not introduce reflections in the rod. They provide soime: degree 
of vibration isslzL$isn, especially for frequencies above a few kilo- 
cycles. Mowsve?r, the hrga  amplitude, low frequency vibrations sf the 
*in and plate presently inetalled are nst well dzrsnped, and the use  of 
praa~~pliflers to extend Eke uesfvl range of the transducere to  Bower 
prerssures m a y  bs considerably limited by an inability to keep the 
traces an the screen. (Except for the 50%) cycle com~poa?ent, the trans- 
ducer signal-to-noise ratio i a  good enough to permit &a addition of a 
factor OE ten gain to the s yetem. ) 
The rubber plug8 are sati e f a c t ~ r y  vacuurza ~ ~ e a l a  without grease 
or other sealing compaumtds. The! leak rate of the tube, ~314?85~fbd 
daily over a 12-hour period vdth all instrurilents Snljtallad, Is consist- 
ently less than 0. 05 n~ieron/kour, Only a slrr:all area ob the! rubber i s  
exposed to the vacuum, and out-gassing hfa~ not been a problem. 
5. Transducer Conclusions and Rgcomr~i.ajndations 
No claim will be made tksgt the above transducer design i s  either 
optin~un-rl or unique. The instruments described a b v e  are adeqwte for 
work on the shock tube and plate at Initial pressures between about 16 
and about 580 n~icsons ((in sir; the upper limit is about 20 per cent 
higher in argon) at a moiminal. Mach n u z ~ i b @ ~  of 7 or 6. Typical s~ns i t i v -  
ity lor these units i a  0. 3 rniSlivoltl~srl2sx kfg pressura step. Eln~iting 
raaponae time i~ about (3. 1 microsecond. 
Erkeraneous nsi se modulating the shock- excited output signal has 
bee11 ininimized, exeapt for the -400 kg: ringing of %ha backing sad, and 
far sufficier~tly thick shocks this is only weakly excited, %be instruments 
are a little too sensitive to Large mplitude, low frequency accelerations. 
The limiting response time of 0. f microsecond, a e  nlentionad 
above, may be due in large part to the addition of a front plate to the 
caritrnic face. The plate did s d v e  the problem at: hand, but there ashay 
be? a bettar aolutios kvhickr permits the front Cacs of the c a r m i e  elea-~ent 
to be exposed. 
The silicone rubber plug is a useful fetaturd@ of the instrurrsrent. 
En addition to its primary functions a a  vacuum seal and vibration 
isofator, i.t coatriiwte a sub~talltlzelly to the rugl;ednee 8 of the as scmbled 
unit. 
Several recomsnendati~ns, based on operating experience with 
the instruments, may be of value in future design consideration. 
a. The front face of the cerasnic ~hould be left uncovered i f  at 
. a l  possible. f ~ ~ p x o v e d  sensitivity [a factor of about 2) and better 
response. time may result. If the front surface must be covered, an 
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extremely thin, smooth conducting surface plated or sputtared on may 
give better performance than the biylar tape and silver paint. 
b. A large reduction of rod diameter should drive i t s  natural 
frequency up to the point whore it is not excited Sy thick shocks. 
Some judicious scoring of ?he rod surface to generate zmutualy cancel- 
ing teflections rnay be useful. 
c.  For islvestigatkian of ahscks with a rise time of order &om 
a~icrosaconds, the, proper adjustment of cer~m'zic ~icknsss may 
provide more sensitivity with a reasamble response time raf about 0.2 
per~c,  Xt should bs notad that simuftan~zsus increase of tMckness and 
reduction of diameter will reduce the: static capacifadce oi the ceramic, 
hence change tima constants. 
d, Bettsa acceleration compensation of the inetrmiant housing 
will perrnit t41c use of preamplifier8 and axtend the usaful range of the 
instrumant. Prearr~pliffers are presently no% feasible aacause of the 
''ga110ping zero" problem, Construction of an end plate oi nylon or a. 
e. The rubber plug can be improved somewhat. 3x2 particular, 
the acnsitfve elements should be completed, tested, then potted in 
individual plugs ta, ootafn the rriost vtnifor~i radial loading oE the 
backing rod. 
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If. SOME Pif:EASTSP,EMENTS OF GL9'P,'P,VATURE iUYD TI-IICKNES5 OF 
REFLECTEqG NOEQhfAL S H X K S  AT E02ir DqPTIXL PRESSURZS 
1. Introduction 
Tha lismitaticenas on shock tube perfsrniance at very 11~w initial 
pressures appear to arise prians~i1.y froa effects largely ignored in the 
usual one-dirnensionoll theory. Viscosity and thermal conductivity 
csmltributes. .strongly to such affects, and amz interaction between shock, 
lorandary layer, and eontect surface may seriously impede eqsrinnental  
prsgre@s in esrtairn cams. 
In particulerr, at low densities it can no longer be: assumed that 
%be shock ia plane, and this effect a r i ses  rr,ostly because the tube walls 
are present to eonretrain tkza flow. Large caliber SIPOGBF; tub65 have bean 
corrrpleted recenely to maintain georristric similszri&y at the low densities 
(Refs, I and $1, but without a clear understanding of the precise 
nu,echanisr~s of sPasck/bo\andary lagrep intaraction it snley be dangerous to 
assumc that a bigger tu'm sutsxp:atical8y perraiits e&en~ion of the ideal 
shock tube! theory, 
Shock curvature is interesting to study for at least two reasons. 
First ,  it n ~ a y  be possible through detailad study of the shack shape to 
deterrxins the mechanism of shock/ boundary Payer interaction rgore- 
accurately, and perhaps gain further iasight on the  constructios; and 
anotion of the contact surface as well. Second, those inavastigators 
intending to use optical instrur~sente to look at the fine structure of a 
thick ekack sulrrt regard data on clarvature a s  a latost critical element 
of their instrument design. 
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Hartmian (Xef. 2)  has forlnu!atcd a two-dia~ensionaf theory of 
shsck shape which z ~ ~ a y  be at least a starting point for theoretical 
explanation. Experimental data have been obtained by Duff (Ref, 3) 
and Lin (Ref. 4) confirming the existence of curvature but agreeing 
only qualitatively with Hartunian. 
Lin worked with air in a 24-inch shock tube, obtaining data on 
totall curvature as an "appsrsnt shsck tfhicknesa" with an optical 
iastrurtlent aisrisd. across the tube. DPLff u6ed argon in a 1. 5 inch tube, 
taking '~'3sasurem1ent~ in the same rr~anner as elhose to be present~d 
here. aalitatively at least, one miight expect curvature measurements 
in argon in a lh inch tube to bear some similarity to both sets of data. 
Tha rrseaesosrememnt of shock curvature is rzacsst simply obtained 
with inst;rea~.rents rr~ounlted flush in an end plate. Some indications of 
the thickness of &he reflecting shock alppear ae a fringe benefit in this 
investigation, and the questions of shsck aynxrnetry, insability or 
"tilt" are considered. 
2. Exper in~~nta l  Equipment and Procedure 
The experimental. program to nzeasure curvature and thickaass 
of a reflecting shock was carried out concurrently with the transducer 
calibration series reported in Section I of this paper. Five3 p~essure 
transducers (Fig. 2)  ware fluah mounted in a stainless steel end $ate 
(Fig. 6 )  at various stations along one diameter 05 the plate. Two of 
these etatione were redwndantly located, providing m check snn tba 
spmzmetr y of the shock. Thin film beat gages (Ref. f ) were usad along 
the side walls sf tbs tube to obtain fskock velocity measurements and to 
t r igger  the electronic recording aycl;terns. 
Each shot generated dater on the shock hi story, its c~rva$tlr@ 
rand thichess,  its symmetry, and er presaaura ealiblriartion Pox %he 
instruwrents. Far curvih&tara measzzrernants, the only- .informcstion taken 
fromi ths transducers was the arrival time of the shock, For thickmese, 
the n~aximunr slopes was taken from the earliest part of the rising trace 
to obtain s time differential representing shock rise time, 
Kost of the rune ware r ~ a d a  at a Mach nunnbar of 7. 35 (4- 0. 2 0 )  
- 
in argon, with initial pressures ranging from 30 microns Rg up to one 
rnillin2eker. Details of shock tube operation are presented in 19,ppendix 
B. A purging procedure prior to each shot assured gas purity. kdach 
number was held constant as initial pressure was increased by 
decreasing the partial pressure of nitrogen in a helium!~li%rsgan driver 
gas ixixture. Driver total pressure was held constant at 18 psig. 
O~tpues from the thin film heat gages n:sntioned above (taken 
in pairs) were differentiated, amplified, and presented to microsecond 
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counters which then indicated directly the tizxe required for the shock 
to traverse 560 mm at stations located about 1 ,  f 0, and 19  tube dia- 
rmeters upstrcazrr of eke end plate. The last EiLxr~ gage, 200 mm 
upstream of the plate, was used to triggar the as~i i lor~cope syetern. 
Figure 5 i~ a block diagrezrr. of this system. Three oscillo- 
scopaeZ and a fast pulse %ensrator3 are the major componmts. Tha 
trigger signal frorn the film gage wpa~ uesd to @tart a delay generator. 
This unit fired a. t r igger  pulse aher a preeet time (typically 80 peec) 
to start swecep generators in all three oscillcbecopes~ and another delay 
circuit in the palm unit. After a 9 ~ S @ C  delay, the? pulse generator 
produced a very fast rising 108 volt square pulse of about ItO ysec 
duration. Thf s was presented directly to the CRT cathodes of all three 
oacillsscqes as a bhnking signal (the mianufacturer calls this 
technique "Z axis modulation"). This served aa; rrr cojma%!oa timet 
marker for all traces. 
All inetrun~snts were set up for single Bweep speratiom, and the 
usual P ~ l ~ t r o i d  camera eetchnfqeaes with 3000 speed film were used to 
obtain pictures of the traces. Sweep rates were checked periodicably 
ard assumed accurate within 1 per cent otherwise, A. sweep sf 1 
psec / crrl w a s  ut;~al ly  used. A nlaxinrm vertical deflection sensitivity 
of 5 niillivolts/cs\z w a s  available with %be installed oscilloscope pre- 
ampliliero. A typical set of the traces obtained for each shot is 
presented in Figure 9. 
Beckman/ Berkley 7200 and 7300 series; various models. 
Teirtronix 53 5 4  (single beam); 551 and 555 (dual beam). 
DuLont type 404. , 
There! is little point in dwelling on the con.~plexities of high 
speed oscilPographyf they are well known. The di ta  desired in this 
experiment required corz~pletely apchroulous operation of three 
oscillascapss, and it turns out that there i s  a residual uncertainty of 
starting tima of at least O. 1 ysec with the sharpest obtainable trigger 
signal. The tiram nz-lark W ~ B  essential to con2pensate for this arrsr, 
and the intensity nzodulation teclaniqiue was quite succsssful. 
h i s  interesting to note that the shock obtained at 30 rYiiclbns 
in argon is curved enough to make a span of 9 w-icroeeconds ffrorr~ tba 
beginning of the fir st trace 90 the peak sf the; last. At 1 psec / cm, 
total af only 10 niicrosecondo fiampling time! is available. %tside of 
the fact that this required prediction of delay time settings in the 
P trigger circuit to an accuracy of one per cent (the ~9anuPacturer only 
parantees three per cent), this -means that a ;n-ajsr p~ogranra. sf 
elcsctronic instr~m~eantation will be required to use this sampling 
technique to the same S C C U ~ ~ G ~  with lower pressures. Soaxe rapla at 
2 yseclcrn aic~oi~~iodia8ed the delay time errors, but dispersion in the 
final data doublled due to the reduced scale sf the pictures. Addition 
sf rrore sophiatic;Peed delay and trigger circuits m a y  permit Easter 
sweep rates, but may also introduce new errors in the time I-i.easure- 
r:&ents. 
The traverse tirrle of the shock itself for 200 ram is repeatable 
within 0. 5 pssc; see Appendix B. 
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3. Data Reduction 
The traces shown in Figure 9 were reduced to na;an:erical data 
u d n g  the techiniqusa indicated in the sketches of Figure 18. T?Ao is 
o simpbe graphical method; optical instrurrients were? not used. 
B d f f s  technique (Ref. 3) is used to obtain curvature x~easure- 
meats. The shock velocity (Us) one tube diameter upatream of the 
end plate 1s used to convert ths tinxe meas^earemez;nt~ o a distance. 
i The time mark ( T on each trace (i = 0, 2 ,  . . . 4) is noted fir at. 
A lisle l a  d r a w  through each baseline, and mothsr line is dravm 
through each rising trace with ths maximwa possible slagso. The 
intercept saP these two lines idjl taken as the   hock arrival time are &a& 
f 
station ( Ts ). The shock curv~ture 2, parallel to tho tube axis, ie 
then deterniined f ~ r  the ith station sna the @ad plate df~km~ter ,  at the 
instant the shock struck the transducer on the tube axis ( TO') by the 
s 
For thickness maaaurernsnts, the xaaxlmunz slope noted above 
is used again. In this ease, the intercepts ( t b) and ( TC) of %he 
xr,asdmwt slops line with the trace are noted along with the shock 
arrival time ( t ). Then tbe nlaximum slope shock thickness d; is 
I 
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The above approach i s  necessary beeauee of the difficulty of 
finding the precise point where n~aximurn slope occurs in a fairly 
thick trace. 
Time can be read from the oscilfoscopa pictures to an accuracy 
of 0 . 0 5  psec. Thie is a relative error of aMut 5 per cent for measure- 
ments halfway between the tube axie and the? walle. 
It is interesting to note that the traces of Figure 9 do nut all 
show a uniforna slops. Ln fact, the inratrurrzsnt~t farther away from the 
tube axis gencxally show a "thickti?rH shock than those closer to the 
center. Qualitatively, one =igRt expect some thickening very close 
to %he sidewalls, but meet of the effect sboervatl can be explained by 
noting that the shock 48 curved enough to make it etrike the faces 0% 
the 0utern10~t ransducerrs at a sra~all angle; thus it appear@ to rise a 
bit slower. 
As initial presmre i s  incrrcfiased in this series of shats, the 
traces obtained fall into three categories. At the lowest pl la ,  the 
rising traces are symmetric. As pl is increased. Ula traces are 
definitely aeyrnrnatric (Figure, 9c)  and the massin~um slope is  obtained 
well shore of halfway up the xising signal. A s  the shock rise time 
approaches the limiting response time of %he transducers, a df scon- 
tinuity appears fn the signal separating the! rntiulirnurn slope portion 
from the remainder of the trace. It [ t f o  not clear whether the 
asymmetry of the secoad and third categories 2s properly attributed 
to the precise mechanism of shock reflection rather &an a response 
cbracteristic of the transducers. The discontinuity of the third 
category is certainly a transducer ~haractelrib~tic (see Section 1, part (a). 
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In any event, only maxfxnwi slope is used to obtain shock thfcknese, 
and reasonable results; are obtained up to the limiting response speed 
of the transducers. 
At eke lowest initial prestsures, counter readings indicated 
that the shock was still accelerating at the time it B S P U C ~  the end 
plats. As Initial presmre was increased, the point of maximanl 
velocity move@ upstream from the and plate. S h c k  attenuation was 
small enough to  neglect in the data rsduction, and the vfjfocity ueed 
for data reduction is that obtained one tuber diameter upstretam. 
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4. Prelirzinary Xkesult~ 
Sufficient data have ~ e e n  obtained to date to identify sozr+e of 
the parameter s influencing shock culrvatur e, and sonre trends have 
been tentatively cr stab15 shed. The precise functioa?al behavior of the 
valejious ga~arnelclr s i a  not yet ccs~~pleks3ly datermiiaed, and it i s  quite 
certain that further sqerimental bvorih d B L  be neces8ary before a 
cosl-ipletely valid e%leory for shock eurvateare can be written. 
Tha shock shapes obtained (Fipre E 1) appear to be m o r e  
parabolic than spherical; if once write e tentatively, u~iang the coordinate o 
indicated in the ins@$ of F i g u ~ e  f f 
then it appears that the eqonent n haa a value between 2.5 and 3. 
The scatter i s  larger in data near the center, especially as pl  
reaches Bow valuer;. This is partly due ts the data reduction process, 
since a given absolute error Pr, time rneasurarnents is a larger 
ralatfve error where the axial displacement of the shock i s  small. 
It appears, however, elhat there i s  aleso some in~eability in the 
shock itself at the loaver initial p r ~ s s u r e ~ ,  ~ince the nleasurenients 
obtained near $he tube: axis are scattered in a. rarmdom fashion to a 
slightly larger extent than the data r eduetioa uncertainty alisws would 
predict. The two ~pmrretrically located inhstruman%s give sinzilar 
readings for a given run but may disagree quite badly with readings 
obtained on another run a% t h e  same csndftisne. The presence ~f "tilts' 
is hence not co~'irw-ed, but there may be ;r*;sre truth than poetry in 
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Duff's observation that the shock '%rme3~~bar~l some sf the details of 
its birth at a bursting diaphr;egnlU. 
The data used in plottigag total shock bulge (Figure 12) were 
oMained by zku1tipPfing reading B at the instrument nearest the tube 
wall  by 1. 28, a nwnber ez~kpiricallqv detercnined by the curves of 
Figure 1 1. The enzplricaf fornmulas obtained by Duff (Ref. 3) 
Par hi@ work in the 1, 5 inch d ~ o c k  tubs in argon, and by Lin (Rsf. 1%) 
for a i r  in a 24 inch shock tuba, vvhere A. is the viscosity mean frse 
p a 6  and R io &ha; appropriate! tube radius, are plotead for coaipariasn. 
It was f ~ u n d  convenient to reduce tho knbava P.gParrxuBao to the ifobraa 
where Rew is a Reynolds nurnber, defined at the wall of the tube by 
or, making the follodng approxixaations 
Rew is given in terms of the initial pressure p1 by 
%vhvhere ths subscript (I2 refers to conditions behind the shock and the 
tempaa~atur e jurnp T / T is given by the  ideal gas shock reelat%ons 2 1 
using the atsong shock app~oximatfan (and f s quadratic in shock WiacPw 
A brief sterlea of runs was niads in nitrogen to check the effect 
of the specific heat ratio d , and these r @ ~ u l t s  are; also plotted in 
Figut e 12. 1t turns out that for Rcynolds numbers above 5 x 1 04, the 
, 
total shock bulge rneasuremsnta oMained by Duff.and by L i w ,  as well 
as thsee obtained in this kmver;tigation, are wall rep~esented by the 
- - -- - -- I Duff's data were converted for Figure 12 u ~ i n g  M = 6 .  3; for Lin, 
Ma = 17 was taken. B 
2: This result has generated some interesting %heoretical speculation 
which will be reported at a later date. 
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It. should be noted that the dependence sn &iacb n w b e r  ixrtplisit 
in fhe definition of Rew (Eq. 7) has not been checked in this series ol 
a q e r i n ~ e n t s .  Ht miay ju5t be fortuitaus that the arbitrarily aseuxxred 
average Mach number e used to re-plot the! data sf Lin and Duff generate 
the surprising coincidence indicated in Figure 12. 
The dependence an ( b' - 1) is clearly irndicated, and in fact 
this much can bs deduced from a relatively simple rralculatiora. An 
equation relating %he: angle 13 of an oblique shock with the angle B 
*rough which the flow 66 turned i e  (Bef. 23, page 8 E )  
gp. Now [see inset) a = - a , and 6 and 8 are snaall angles. Hence 
aZ 
sin 8 B 
sirs e h tan6 6 E 
A~;suming the shsek is spiknerical, it @an he shorn f~-nn~ediately that 
relating the a;sOa% ohotck bulge to both the specific beat ratto of the gas 
and the angle at031glh which the fleamr iis turned. Note that the constawte 
selected by Ein and Duff: in Equationas 2 and 3 have the ratio 
Referping again to Figure 12, it will be noticed that ths data 
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o'lseained at Reynh~lds wansxlbers bsBsw 5 x 10 fall coneistsntly below the 
e~apirical ine. References 3 and 4 shov~ the same behavior a% Bow 
Reyraolds nuua-~bars, ehaugb in Ddf's  case the trmaition sccaro about 
am order of rriagaitaade lower in Regrvzolds mmber than in the larger 
tubes. 
It is interesting and perhaps aignibicant to note that: t l i a  
transition occurs at the same p (in the f 7 -inch tube) below which the 1 
shock is observed to accelerate all &Be way to the end plate, and that 
the scatter in mieaeaarerxzents taken near the tube axis gets worse at 
about the same pressure. Reference 1 indicates that if the tube is 
long enough, an asympkotic condition will be reached where the 
separation bettwe~n the shock and the contact surface becornehl constant. 
Ie i~ p~ssible thkt &is condition is characterized by a decelerating 
shock, and thus tksat the shock has not reached a stable codiguration 
until It has f ia i~bad  accelerating, 
One might &us atate, crudely, that kf the @hack tube is long 
enough to obtain a decelerating shock at Ule desired p1 and Mach 
nusnbsr, thena its curvafure will be given by aquation 8. W e !  note in 
pas sing that Duff's fsmatPP diameter tuba has al (length/diaweter) ratio 
ahost four t i r ~ ~ e s  that of the, aAEGPT betrwnent. FinaUy, from %ha 
optical instruy~ierxt xhakesrt s paint of dew,  Figure 12 indicates that a l e  
crude estinxate of shock bulge % B  at least esnsesvr;etive .at $he Reynolds 
nearnbers where it is no bngtsr accurate. 
Prom the f d /  - I )  effect one concludes that a. shock in a dia- 
tomic gas is; almost Pifty per cent lem curved, all other conditions being 
Ehe same, tkaa that obtained in a monatomic g a ~ .  
Thore is a dirriappointing ocatter in the data obtained for shock 
thickneos (Figure 13). It i e  felt that much of this is in the data 
reducgisa process, since the relatively thick traces tend to make 
Pocaeion of a precise point of maximtam slope quite difficult. A little 
bit of the  dispexsio~ might C O ~ T L ~  from the same shock instability 
suggested abcve at the lower p1 Is. 
Qualitatively at least, shock thickness ie observed to vary 
inversely with pl ,  and it is interesting to note that a$ one preasurc the 
mean of the data obtained agrees exactly with tho thiehe~s predicted 
by reference 1 .  
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APPENDIX .A 
TR-UTSIENT PEWFOR&LAECE OF $3. PIEZOELECTRIC TRMSDUGER 
I. General  Piezaeleetsic Equations -
The most general piezoelectric equatione for the receiver 
application are, in?, Cartesian tensor notation, 
- 
- - 
S 
Ei s inn + gik I ) ~  
where a11 sub~tesipts range from 1 to 3 ,  and 
r*- 
A = elastic stress tensor 
ntn 
S '- elastic strain tensor 
nl; rb 
C 
D 
= elastic constant% at constant aPsctric disp1iacer::ent 
mnij 
S 
Pi, = dielectric it~~pel-uz~eability at conskas-it strain 
= pieaoelectric "stiffnessii conatants 
'kmn 
E = electric field VBC$OP" i 
Dk = electric displacemient vector 
Tiac usual E ; Y ; Z : S ~ . I C ~ ~ ~  QE the stress and strain texlsos s porr-,~its u s e  of a 
reduced tensor notation, in 'ivhic'ia the two c;trews/strain eubecr ip t s  ;are 
replaced with a zingle index ranging frou: I to 6. Equations ai and Z 
a3ove then 'secoxrle 
{ i , j ,k  = 1,2,3r 1 an,n = 1'2, ... 6) where E = --, the 
r3 
aelectr ic  constmt of the material, i s  usually arjrsumed to be constme: 
ia all directiono. Note ekat where the8 seduced elastic tensor anotaaan 
is used, hij f hji, dncs the firet ~ubacript  ranges from 1 to 3 and 
represents &he electric direction while the3 sg~e~rtd eubsscrfpt r a g e s  from 
8, to 6 and represlentis 830th ~ o r m a l  (1  to 3) and ahear (4 to 6) "Chirectiomsfo. 
The apparmax of Mason's most ~ e e c ~ n t  text ( R e f .  7) 9s em dt'na~t 
exhribunative deriva~on of all the varlotas tnterrelation~1Mpgs between 
mechanical, sleetricd, a;kemsli, magaef;ic mad other properties of 
materialas from tharnnsdpamic potma&@. The work ira done in 
i f  0dy fa?? C O H ~ ~ ~ @ ~ @ I Z $ & B .  
The Pn5tl$uta of Radio Engineere (Ref. 16) has recently pra'bliahad 
a standard for the pitazoalectric notation. The paper includes a desctip- 
tkom of the experimental proceoeses to be u~t9d in the deterdnation of the 
vstrioue coneteaats POP a mabeerid. The reduced elastie tensor notation 
is u ~ e d ,  and aB1 qiumtiaee are reported in the raaonatiaed MKSG 
asysteaw of wi ts .  The m&p1ufacturers of piesoceramic materials have 
generally accepted t h i s  notation for their catdogs. 
The manufacturers usually report pieeoelec tric constanla 4m 
o r  gim instead of the more useful him. Conversion can be accom- 
pliiehsd with the bsrmdas 
whsse i ,k  range fron: 1 $5 3 [electric) 
p a ,  n range fronn 1 to 6 (elastic) 
1%. Tra~~asPent Performance Ecjluatisns 
Using a ossa-din~ension%L1 andPy~jlis and the Laplace tr8nsform 
Redwood (Ref. 14) obtains the following five equations governing the 
transient performance of a piezacslectric thin plate bonded to two 
infinite naedia (sea figure): 
For the displacement ( in each of the three media (subscripts are 
omitted): 
4 
For the force (F) in the mn-piezoelectric components (subscripts 
where Z i s  the mechanical iw-pedaace oh ellie elsrnermt; speciEicaBBy, 
using the zxaterial density p, the wave speed v, and a craoo-sectional 
area S, 
where is the charge on the element, h is a giezoelectgic constant. 
Tinally, the voltage output (T) of the element is 
where (Ela; and (c)o are the displacsn~ents of the faces x = k and 
x = 0. and Co i s  the static capacitance of the piezoelectric element. 
In the above equat3oms, A and B (with appropriate subscripts) 
arc elinninated 5gr use 01 the boundary conditions 
It can also be aasurned that the materialo (1)  and (2) are infinitely 
long, hence B2 = 0. In the general case, one rrlast also know the 
electrical chsrseteriatica of the c i~eu i t  in v~hiclh the piexaelectaric 
laadad d t h  a resistive %ad (R) only. Then Ohm's Paw gives 
where the nai-iaua sign arises because &e current Ib = dQ/dt 98 
defined poeieiva for 4-Q increasing, but the czarrent ~ r s u g h  a resfs$sf- 
is p~ai t ive  when ffpoy;Sjng to a point of lower potential, 
Now at x = 6 ,  using Equations 2, 3, and 4 with the h u n d a r y  
conditions 
Sfx-niliarly, at x = 9%: the charge is - Q and 
Combining a o  before, 
where 
Finally, Prorxa Gqwtion 6 ,  
Forirdaliy, Equations 1 5, 1 9, and 22 can be csnibined to eliminate A 
and B,  arriving at the general statement of a ae a function of the in- 
put waveform A the piezsel@;ctrie constant bp the reflection 1 * 
coefficient8 r8 and r x ,  the transducer rise time T , asd circuit 
time constants involving R and Go. h is algebraically much airsipler. 
h ~ ~ i r e ~ e ~ ,  to i s t~cr t  speciaf conditions at this point. 
Case 1: Infinite Input Impedance 
For the case where R is infinite, nriuch simpPiEfcatiool results. 
Equation f 5 becomes 
from which, eliminating B 
and Equation 22 gives 
Gqansfon of the denominator by the binswxitgl theorem gives 
Mow the e%pressioxa inside the brackets transforms with the relation 
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&us the series fa8ide the brackete of Equation 27 gives a dasr3pad 
ringing function, with period eke same as h e  rise tinla of the 
transducer. In tha special case rx = 0. the series collapses and 
If a. step function of force is applied 
FI1 
Equation 6 gives at ar = 0 
and transfsrailng Equation 29,  Ohs result i is  
Case? 2: Finite Input hpedance, ;Matched Backing 
Xn practice, R is finite. However, it frequently occurs that 
the reflection coafficient rx is nearly earo; that is, thltt an illlped- 
ance match has been obtained on the back frt~a of the crystal, hrr %hie 
case, Equation 15 is unchanged. Equaltion f 9 becomes 
Substit'c~.tion into Equations 1 2 and I 9 gives 
- 
V = 
Thio will be recergniasd a s  equivalent ta Gquatian 29 except 
constmts o( and 3, which are rmts sf 
L 2 h e o  = f-J 
P + Eftr-m 0 43 54 
]I q r e -  
+ i 1 2CoR 2 4- (ZCOR) 
Fss a step function input, the terns nr~ullkiplying the series is, whan 
transformed, 
Depending on the relative magnitude of the terms in Equation 36, this 
expression may sither grow or decay very rapidly. Since CV = A + B, 
:3 = A  - B, the ~ ~ q r s s s i o n  439) has the fosnq 
Case 3: Front and Back Impedance Stlatch 
Finally, for the caa>e where both front and back faces of the 
piezoelectric arematched (r = r =O), Equations 3Qcollapss to 
0 x 
0( = 0, hence Y =  0 
Equation 34 takes on fie n~..ueh more tractable form 
which for a step hnctisn eransfsrms back to 
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WPENDIX B 
1 ?-INCH S H X K  TUBE COKFPCURATlOfb' 
The excellent description of $he eonstrucOian and basic csnfigra- 
ration of the GALCIT ]?--inch shock tube in Reference 1 needl not be 
repeated here. Vary briefly, the tube is conventionally driven; the 
test  section (rrleasured from the diaphragxn) is 20,  70 mt'etars lang with 
a htnifora~~ inisids diameter of 434 millimeters, Figure 4 schamatically 
suggest@ the l a p u t ,  
A sat of four niechonieal pump@ evacuates the test seetion to 
approxin~atelly 8. 602 micron Hg in 38 minutes. The rrraxirrrurn leak 
rate recorded with all fnstrum~ntation inrstalPed is 0, 05 ru~icron/h~ur.  
Static pressure in. the test section is measured with a battery of 
gresaure! gagas (aneroid, Pirani, am$ McLeod]. 
An independent ~u:ecBzanical pump evacuatee the driver ta a few 
microns, ensuring purity of the driver gas and consequent repeat- 
ability of %t'iac=ln umber. Z>res@ure! in the driver is n-ncasured to an 
accuracy of 0. 5 rrun H g  with a group of three aneroid gages, for 
reasons which will be explained latar. A design limit of 1 5 atmospherers 
i~ imposed on &a driver to avoid equilibriun-3 over-pressures above one 
atmosphere on completion of a shot. 
Precise diaphragm bur sting pressures a r e  achieved with a 
cruciform knife blade, permitting sr highly repeatable c b c k  for a given 
test section condition. A 5  noted in Reference 1, errors in measurenwmt 
of keet eection pressure (pl )  probably account for ae much Mach 
number deviation at a given driver pressure (p4) as any events tran- 
spiring in the driver ear at the diaphragm. 
An effort to simplify t he  test gas injection procedure at, very 
low pressures (tqfcally a few microno), while a~asuring l;r,;txin~usnz 
accuracy and repeatability, haa Bed to the ckev@lopn1ewe of a unique and 
very simple system for this purpose, Boy3.e'~ low lor isothermal ex- 
pansion of a perfect gas i s  
PV = ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ 3 4 .  
This is ,  in iinal analysis;, the basic calibration techdqare far all 
pressure inrstrumentk;; csmpari~osz of gresasures in k n o w  absolute 
mlut-cies is the principle of operation of %he McLeod gage. 
The emrz~oans volumie of the shack tube t e ~ t  ssction (36365 
liters) suggested &be conrirltruetiera of a chsreaber with a voluxr~e of 3065 
zhilllilitess, in %.which the test gats preEsure could easily be m~eaeured  
- 
tor an accuracy of 0. 5 per cent on a good aneroid instrumant in the 
millixneter range. Then when ahi teed  to the tubs, test  gas preBswmre 
would be the same number of E E . L ~ C X . O ~ L $  with the same accuracy. The 
great anractivesbsera of this systanl i ~ l  that the clin2nber~orna3 machinesry 
I 
of needle-valve gas injection by guesswork follawed by hjcLeod gage 
A ~chexnatlc sketch of the syetexn described above is presented 
in Figure 14. The calibrated chamber is a brass cylinder, 100 srailli- 
zaeters in diameter and approximate4By 370 xnillimeters long, The 
volume ratio of the shock tube to the chambar itseld i s  actually about 
997 l o  I ,  since the simple statenlent of Boylets Paw indicated above 
must be written 
6 1 
whore the subscript (Ic refers to the initial condition in the calibrated 
chamber, 0% refers to the I b l  condition in the shock tube, and V 
P 
is the voliurne of the plumbing between chamber aad fube (in %his ease 
about three times f;ke ~ I W T S ~  of th& chamber ftsalf). Et :thauPd be noted 
%fiat ?&he volume of the aneroid gags ecdnaactsd to the chamber is quite 
3 s t ~  ges and is bwc hded in &he cbmbar volume, 
The syeterrrx iers cebjihbst&%ed against &a MeLeodl gage Ineul'led an 
tha shock tubfa, The vaf-s waei originauy tan per cent too 
ft W&8 ~ F Q W L ~ ~ %  db.3'9~~1to the! c Q ~ X B C ~ .  ,8186 by insertion of & & ~ t  158 
&eel b a l  bearings, f inch diameter. If future changes of the shock 
tuba dflx3e;na;rions are contempbtlhsd* tha cbmber' volume! may be 
adju~ted by adding or ramhag  the kllea, 
Tks It ?-inch &aek tuba aer greaeentliy operating c ~ r n  thus repeat 
Mach tz~ur3be3re to greater accuracy than ekPe ability of bekaued micro- 
ra3adinges cem be predicted to 1 per cent before 8t, shot, gfv%n Ihs driver 
and asst giaoea and their resplactiva pressures &md the room tempe;ratura, 
from f&e Bag~fc shock tuba psrfarnnrance acywratfon 
I 
For aumlple. rms 'ivIach number deviation from a nominal 7.68 
over 16 runs at p4 = 25 p ~ i g ,  p 3 60 p was + 0.4 per cant. A 
- room temperature change of t 5 C, if unnoticed; will cause almost 
+ - 0. 9 per ten* scaktes. 
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whee&~r ar not any previous puns have beeta made under theas particu- 
lar conditions. The advantage from a purely economic point of view 
is obvious. 
Currant aperation of the drives is aleo of s o m e  intersst. 
While knife blades give sxcelle~fc r epeatal~ility of bar sting pr e ~siurs, a. 
given diaphragm a~aterial and t h i ck~ase  is useful only aver a limnited 
pressure Tange, The lower Itsnit i a  tpically abut 70 per eenat 0% the 
free bursting prassurs. The upper Pimiit is presently somewbt less 
f%an free bursting preslsure due LO the loss of petals frea~n the. 
action of the reflecting shock, While most a$ the ~ l e  are torn loo srs and 
come to rest in the driver, some chunks of alurr~iwn~ L!e size sf a 
saucer have f low the lsn@la of the Wg3t seetion and struck the end plate, 
Pending of the knife blades and testing of new 
diaphragr.~~ msteriaks, the driver pr aesura range ; 2 ~  thus asonaiderabay 
rsser icted (an 0 ,020  inch alurninuxia? diaphragw~, for e?=x~plle, covers 
the range from 18 ts 25 p96g -- above this it sheds petals). 
There are, hawever, some advantages to working at a fixed, 
low driver pressure. Ae noted in Section I, the "galbping oe?ro" 
typical of pressures transducers sensing stresees in the mbe -13 is 
directly related to pal. There is lese chance for operator error in 
knife blade settings if the bladco are leA alone. Finally, operating 
costs are directly related to driver pressure -- six Ugh pressure 
helium bottles are exhausted by about 2 0  shoh at 20 psig. 
A glance at the basic shock tube performance equation shows 
that as pl increases. either p4 or aq (or both) must be increased 
to maintain a constant Mach number. If p4 is held constant, aq may 
be increased either by beating the dsfvar ar varyfng the ccsanpoafticsn 
sf the driver garet. Tks: first solati68 i& rather cumberssme 9md 
expensEve, t;hough certainly fead bled The second s~iuttan is ~imple  
and inexpensive. 
Drbvsr plumbing is arranged ao that two indepndel.11 high- 
prewure lines fprassntly healum Eund niesogan) terminate in 
regula$ors at tha caneale, Either gas, or bath, may be admitted to 
the driver 81nzszmgb firottle valves. 'VJitb suitable ansroid PPa~Or~~rlne~t BO, 
paraizal pressure@ af ars little riie 0.02 per cant (ab a total psessure ntaP 
2800 mm Hg eberahte) can bei adzaiCesd accuratsly. 
In the B ~ O C B E  C U P V B ~ U P ~  I B F ~ ~ O  of ~ E J ~ L B ~ B ,  the PF811UF6 rbtflge! 
(pl) to bs covemd was 30 to 500 micron. in argon It was decldsd to 
keep pg conetan$ at 18 pedig* ushe; helium ao the basic driver pra,  
the highest pl ware to be made with pure halium driving into argon, 
then %he? driver could be contamin&%@& with nitrogen to suppress *a 
Mach numbs= at the lowet pl , and Msch number could be kept 
conatam by decreasing (hs partial prossure of nitroplsn added as pl 
m e  increased. 
The amount of nitrogen to be used was determined by the 
%wes* p~163bbla Mach number giving a suitable pressure step for 
measuremanta at a pl of 30 microns (ssc Figure 7a). This turnad 
out to be a Maeb am~bear of 7. 35, obtained with a 5 per cent Pa - 95 2 
per cent H e  mixture. 
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This maniplation of driver eompoeition turned out to bt a 
highly useful tschigue. Aftesr a few points were dbtrained, the 
percentage of nitrogen to be added sa further shote was calculated 
from tke curve! (and the esirnple formula) presentad in Figure li 5. 
Total Mach n m b s s  eEePPfeatfon from the derslrsd constant 7. 35, frorn 
all causes, was less than three per cent. 
-
Obviously other gases will p&forrn in the same manner. In 
this cam,  contarninakion with a r g ~ n  mufel hrirve been mare eEfecEive 
in reducing the Mach numbear; on the otbss hand, a gas of inter- 
nlediate moTecuZlar weight (perhaps ammonia, methane or naan) would 
have permitted the use of larger parcentagee an8 aveirded the slight 
bco~zvenisnce of rnt4~~auriag a partist g~akasure of 2 mrfi in a total of 
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APPENDIX C 
TRNSDUCER CO23TmUETU TEST 
A single shot experiment typical of shock tubes requirae~ close 
attention to instrunietntzrtiona. P n particular, when largo number t~ of 
in~tr~~csntpt  are used to determine gecdprialxic properties of a shock, 
failure of ana of them may result in a con11pILett Poas of uaablrs data, 
hence a wasreed rahot. 
Electrical instrunients, especially thsers ktnder devebpmc~nt, 
are quite praae to failures of one kind or anather; and when they are 
im$imately csxvnected to aa vacuum ey atem, the problesnm of @hacking 
theni all iwisn~diately before each shot rx-*a.gr be quite difficult and 
Thin film heat gagea ara easily checked for eontimity w i a  a 
sin~ple v o l t - ~ h r ~ ~  meter. Any eignifieant change in rarsietance or 
voltage drop across the gags i s  an inamledfats indication of trouble. 
TAs situation is quite different with insfrumtnts relying on a 
capacitance to generate the signal; soare? sort of AC bridge i s  than 
required to assure continuity. 
While a nun2kder OP excdlldnt A4C bridge@ are ccarnmercfalliy 
available, most of them are expensive and their readings, while very 
accurate, ate sonlewhat difficult to obtain and interpret. The best 
circuit to obtain a quick. check on the condition of a capacitance- 
dependent inetrurnent should give immediate, unmistakable indications 
of the following: 
1 Open circuit 
2. Short circuit 
3. Signifisant change (perhaps 9 per cent) from the known 
i 'g~ad7' capacitarnce value. 
prke very sinxple syste?;m described below meets the a h v s  re- 
quirenrasnte nicely. ft should be noted that an insqensiva O I G ~ ~ ~ O P I C Q ~ P ~  
waa ~etadilg av;&tihble here, whereas ;an impedance bridge m e  not. 
aher  exlperlmentsr ~d naay no), shrr e ahis rnisfortuare, 
Goneidcar the parametric sqweion~ of a glances carve 
x = Al sin a1 t 
Applied Bo the hor'laonfal and vertical deflection plates re~peetively of 
lan oecilloecopcs, tks trace deecsfbed by the! above equ8tions i@ one of 
th. farniliaz family of Lis 8ajjou. figures. In particular, when Al = A2 
end a %. ths resulting trace is an ellipse, with orisntatlon 1 
and ecmntxlicity detpsrmined by the phase angle 8 betwean the two 
ff 
voltages. The special case O = z generates B circle. 
The parallel LCR circuit sk~tched below will, when conn~cttd 
to the vertical (V) and horisontal (H) deflection circuits of an 
olscilJoscope, generate the desired family 0f ellipses. 
Real 
It is evident that $ha condition for a circular tsarcza is 
This condition f s satisfied if 
In the usual complex notation, 
: v efwt 
X c  + Ic .+ (RC + a +) ( 5) 
Zc 
Insertion into ~quration 3 gives, af"t&tr cancellation of cosrlmcJn factoksl 
Now from the clrcuit sketched, 
Thus for a circle 
Heace if L and R are: known, C is determined by the setting of the 
variable resistance af which a circle is obtainad. The most attractive 
feature of this circuit in continuity checking is that relatively small 
deviations froill the correct value of C for a given are 
frnlrr~ediilctelly apparent in the shape of the figure on %he acreen. G ~ Q B B ~  
deviatlone, such a8 a short or open circuia, are apparent immediately 
R~ 
regardhs a of the setting of , 
En many sscilloecopes, the gain of the harieontaaL2 amplifier 
may be fixed at a fairly low vatus, while the vertical amplifier may 
~ f f e r  a broad range of sensitivity. This condition may be compensated 
far by adjudsting %he valuers of Re L, and the frequency of the signal 
generator. Suppose a gain of k i e  dea~ired on the horileontal signal. 
Ibnserhfmg the ap9rapriate vasluets, aAer ~ o m e  algebra 
R~ 
=* T = 0. 5 .  R i e  1000 ohms. C is about loa9 fared and s gain of 
10 is desired, a freqiacsncy of about 30 Mbcyclars anll an inductaxice of 
about 0. 75 x henry ehovM bs chosen. The circuit is calibrated 
with a decade caprakcitar. A plot of Equation 8 i~ sketched below. 
Ty~aical trrtcete ob%abmed w i f i  this circuit demonstrate cllearly 
its effectiveness as s quick and raUab3.a r~~&thod f checking circuit 
continuity, 
The cases fllustratsd are: 
(a) Open circuit at transducer; e)orrie cable capacitance 
(b) C i ~ ~ u i t  capacitance about 5 per cent low; 
R~ ( c )  Balance (T is the same ae that noted when the 
[d) Circuit capacitance about 5 per cent Bfgh; 
( e )  Short circuit 
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SELECTED PROPEWTfES OF METALS 
Mate rial 
Brass 3 4 ~ 0  1 , s ~  8.6 
Silver 2686 10.4 
Sta idesa  @tee%, no, 347 5000 1.78 7.9 
zinc, rolled 3858 a. 1 
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FIG. 5 INSTRUMENTATION FOR SHOCK CURVATURE 
MEASUREMENTS 

7a. A = 4C) mm Hg 
5 mv/cm; 1 psec/cm 
Air: P1 = 60 P Hg 
7b. A p  = 120 mm Hg 
5 mv/cm; 1 psec/cm 
Air: p1 = 240 p Hg 
FIG. 7. TYPICAL CALIBRATION TRACES 
7c. A p  = 220 mm Hg 
10 m v l c m ;  1 y s e c / c m  
Air:  p1 = 575 p Hg 
7d. "Galloping Zero" 
p4 = 2 4  psig;  M = 7, 73 
FIG. 7. TYPICAL CALIBRATION TRACES (continued) 
FIG. 8 T R A N S D U C E R  C A L I B R A T I O N S  
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FIG, 9, TYPICAL CURVATURE TRACES 
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( a )  Shock Curvoture 
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FIG. 10 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
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FIG. 13 SHOCK THICKNESS IN ARGON 

P4 = 1 8 - 2 0 p s i g  = P + P 
N H e  
rn' a t  point of maximum velocity 
MHe f rom ideal  gas theory 
FIG. 15 DRIVER G A S  MIXTURE TECHNIQUE 
